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Abstract 
Repeat proteins present unique opportunities for engineering because of their modular           
nature that potentially allows LEGOⓇ like construction of macromolecules. Nature takes           
advantage of these properties and uses this type of scaffold for recognition, structure, and              
even signaling purposes. In recent years, new protein modeling tools facilitated the design of              
novel repeat proteins, creating possibilities beyond naturally occurring scaffolds alone. We           
highlight here the different design strategies and summarize the various structural families            
and novel proteins achieved. 
  
Introduction 
A goal of protein engineers is to understand how sequence and structure features contribute              
to the makeup of proteins. However, polypeptide complexity and variability complicate the            
analysis of these features. Proteins that carry distinct patterns of repetitive sequences (and             
therefore structural features) are ideal systems with reduced complexity to inform our            
understanding of proteins. These repeat proteins are widespread in nature [1] and the             
evolutionary process that created them is quite remarkable: a segment of sequence that is              
structurally compatible with itself is duplicated in tandem, and the connected segments            
diverge to accommodate new functions within the tolerance of structural compatibility [2].            
Splicing and duplication of genes govern the highly efficient and economic ways — by which               
higher order structures are built from recycling and repeating basic modules — to engineer              
structurally coupled functions. As a consequence, the repeated segments that make up a             
repeat protein are often not identical. However, the modularity inspires engineering efforts. In             
this review, we discuss the methods developed for designing repeat proteins, their            
achievements, and the new directions ahead. 
  
Repeat protein architecture 
The repeated modularity implies that there is a continuum of structural features from section              
to section so that each unit can attach to a preceding one while maintaining the features for                 
a subsequent unit. Most of these units fall in the range between 5 and 50 residues and fold                  
into a domain only in the presence of the neighboring units [3]. These structures can be very                 
similar to other globular proteins if only a small number of repeating units are the               
constituents, but can also be uniquely non-globular as elongated rods, arches, horseshoes,            
as increasingly large number of repeating units are involved. The secondary structure            
elements of a repeat protein form a base coil with either right- or left-handed spiral               
handedness, whereas the overall structure of the protein twists further into a super-helix [4]              
(Fig.1a and 1b). The parameters that describe a superhelix (radius, twist, and rise) can be               



extracted by fitting equations over the geometric centers of the modular units. These three              
parameters can describe a wide range of structures, and for native repeat families, their              
fitted parameters distribute over a narrow, characteristic range [5]. In all cases each repeat              
interacts primarily only with the adjacent units. The conserved features for a repeat protein              
family are usually the hydrophobic residues through which the modular units interact and the              
few key topologically relevant residues responsible for defining each unique shape [FIG 1c             
and 1d]. For open ended non-globular structures, however, the terminal capping repeats            
show remarkable sequence difference. Capping repeats are responsible for shielding the           
extended hydrophobic core shared among repeats from solvent. These caps are important            
for solubility and are nucleation sites required for some repeat proteins to fold [6]. In the past                 
15 years, extensive engineering efforts have been undertaken to design and study proteins             
with modular features, particularly the types that can fold cooperatively into single domains             
[7]. 
  
Designing repeat proteins 
Repeat proteins display unique characteristics that make them attractive to design. The            
similarity between the repeating units within a protein on both structure and sequence levels              
suggests the possibility of designing an idealized unit with characteristics of the family.             
Repeat protein’s limited interactions to only neighboring repeats also presents significantly           
less complexity compared to designing globular proteins where long-range contacts are           
abundant and often irregular. Repeat units can be inserted, removed or replaced without             
significantly affecting the overall structure as long as the compatible interfaces between units             
are present [8]. Indeed, the intended goal of designing repeat proteins is to create modular               
systems from which custom scaffolds can be created for various applications [7]. Most             
engineering efforts on repeat proteins to date are on the design of idealized versions of               
naturally occurring repeat units that maintain stable, homogeneous and modular structures           
(Fig.2a). Modularity can be explored on two different levels: sequence analysis of native             
protein motifs and structure based design. The goal is to create a variety of modules to                
generate custom shapes. (Fig 2b) 
  
Design from sequence 
Since repeat protein families are defined by their sequence patterns, the information about             
residue conservation can be extracted from a multiple sequence alignment (MSA). The            
abundance of evolutionary related sequences, including the repeating units within the same            
protein, allows for an effective and widespread use of MSA information. The sequence with              
the most frequent amino acid at each position is the “consensus”. The design process              
involves collecting sequences of repeat units, building an MSA and deriving the consensus             
as the new idealized repeat sequence (Fig.2c). Multiple copies of the unit are then linked to                
create a homogeneous repeat protein sequence; capping repeats are derived from naturally            
existing proteins. Consensus design has been the first and most widely used approach             
across multiple repeat protein families: ankyrin (ANK) [9–13], tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR)           
[14], armadillo (ARM) [15–17], leucine rich repeat (LRR) [18], pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR)            
[19,20], pentapeptide repeat [21], 42 residue TPR variant (42PR) [22] and HEAT-EZ [23], all              
have designed structures confirmed by crystallography (Table 1). Effective consensus          
design relies on the assumption that evolutionary conservation translates into          
self-compatibility of repeats and foldability of the structures. This assumption holds true for             



highly conserved families like ANK and TPR, but becomes problematic for other families with              
greater repeat variation, like the ARM family [24]. Low sequence similarity, short sequence             
length and problematic detection of tandem repeats with high confidence limit automated            
generation of accurate MSAs [3]. Further restricting the MSA to narrow and homogeneous             
groups within the families produced successful designs in some cases [18,23]. Using            
structure information and molecular dynamic simulations produced stable ARM designs;          
ARM designs from consensus were molten globule-like [15,16]. Instead of extracting a            
consensus sequence, Lee and Blaber [25,26] progressively introduced mutations         
experimentally to a beta trefoil background to arrive at sequences that contain three identical              
tandem repeats. Recently Smock et al. [27] analyzed the formation of a tachylectin precursor              
through design and selection of libraries of potential ancestors with identical repeats,            
inferring phylogenetic distance and progenitor sequences from MSA. However, when there           
is no clear detectable signal or motif in the sequence, sequence based methods are not               
likely to succeed without guidance from structural information. 
  
  
Structure based design 
  
Designs using native structural templates 
Consensus sequences from MSAs are often threaded onto known structures for validation. A             
more extensive use of structural information involves using known structures as templates            
for deriving sequences. Structural templates constraint the types of residues compatible with            
the protein architecture, which should directly reflect the conserved amino acid features on             
structural basis. Templates used can range from a single repeat unit, to multiple units, to a                
full repeat protein domain. When a native template with highly symmetric backbone is             
available, designs can be carried out directly on the full structure, as shown by Broom et al.                 
[28], who generated a symmetric beta trefoil by applying a consensus sequence in the most               
conserved positions of a starting template and designing the rest of the sequence with the               
Rosetta molecular modeling suite [29]. 
 
Ideally for structure based design, a single repeat template unit should allow arbitrary             
propagation to a full length structure. The challenge, however, is with modeling properly the              
junctions connecting the units. The concept of propagating a single unit is shown possible in               
three cases using Rosetta to resolve issues in the connecting junctions and design the              
sequence. Zhu et al. [30] investigated the evolution of tandem repeat proteins by designing a               
novel TPR from a ribosomal protein with high structural similarity to a single repeat. A               
designed TPR [14] was used as superposition template to determine the relative orientation             
of the repeats and as source for the connecting loop. Voet et al. [31] generated a series of                  
beta propellers from the NHL family, deriving from a single repeat backbone that was              
symmetrically docked. The repeat backbones were connected by a glycine residue and            
sequences were designed through ancestral reconstruction. Rämisch et al. [32] employed           
also a computational docking strategy to select LRRs suitable to generate a novel toroid              
structure. Here they rebuilt the connecting loops by modeling a threonine residue and             
designed the repetitive sequence [33] (Fig.2d). Template based design has been used on a              
smaller number of families than consensus design because only a small portion of templates              
have sufficient structural similarity between repeats. 



  
Template-free (de novo ) design 
Computational protein design methods [34] allow generation of repeat protein backbones           
with desired features and perfect internal symmetry through controlling the torsional angles            
of the peptide chain. The ability to model structures at this level implies that repeat proteins                
of any length can be built with their sequences designed simultaneously across repeats.             
Backbone design proceeds through a definition of the desired secondary structure, usually            
that of a single repeating unit. The internal repeat symmetry then mirrors the behavior of the                
base unit to all other synchronized copies (Fig.2e). Sequence design is then performed             
similarly on all of the copies simultaneously. As de novo design allows complete control of               
the structure, idealized units of native repeat families can also be directly created by              
incorporating native features as sequence and structure constraints. This approach readily           
created idealized ANK, TPR, LRR, WD40, HEAT and ARM repeat proteins [35,36]. With the              
exception of LRRs, capping repeats could be directly designed from the structures. 
  
Evolutionary information is not always necessary for computational design. A de novo            
four-fold symmetric triosephosphate isomerase (TIM) barrel based solely on barrel geometry           
considerations [37] presented a simplified structural view of the vastly diverse protein family,             
which has eluded design efforts for decades. The highly cooperative and symmetrical            
structure allowed annotation of fold determinant features independent of evolutionary          
influence. While the de novo TIM barrel is a novel protein with no close native homologs, the                 
(β/α)8 barrel is still a native fold. Going further, the constraints associated with repeat              
proteins, namely the internal symmetry and the very simple secondary structure organization            
within a unit, make repeat proteins a platform for addressing the fundamental question of              
whether nature has covered most of the fold space. Although there is a predominance of               
right handed (on the base coil level) α helical repeats in nature, Doyle et al. [38] designed                 
left-handed α toroids with novel topologies (designed helical toroids, DHT). Brunette et al. [5]              
automated a method for sampling α solenoids, and the space it sampled not only covered               
common native geometries such as TPRs, but also a large number of equally designable              
right- and left-handed repeats of very distinct shapes apart from known repeat structures             
(designed helical repeats, DHR). All these results support the idea that the protein fold space               
may remain largely unexplored by evolution [34]. 
  
Outlook on repeat protein design 
The body of work in the past 15 years has consolidated design methods for repeat proteins,                
but recently new directions have emerged: 
Parametric design. Using parametric equations to systematically guide the exploration of           
backbone conformations has achieved unprecedented stabilities and oligomeric specificities         
in designed coiled coils [39–41]. It is likely that parametric equations can be derived for               
repeat proteins — instead of describing the general periodicity in α helices, the equations              
can represent transformations of repeat units in the same fashion (Fig 1b).  
Design of intrinsically disordered repeat proteins (IDRPs). A large number of naturally            
occurring IDRPs exists [42] and have recently spurred much research interest. Quiroz and             
Chilkoti [43] designed IDRPs to systematically study the sequence encoded phase behavior.            
IDRP characterization has relied on distinctive characteristics other than conventional          
biophysics methods for folded proteins; this area is still largely unexplored by protein design. 



Modular control. Creating customized structures by combining modular units remains a           
challenge, but we started to see the potential for designing this kind of repeat proteins. Using                
contiguous and discontinuous motifs, Jacobs et al. [44] developed a superposition based            
design method that could potentially be used to build new repeat proteins. Park et al. [45]                
have shown for the first time that it is possible to combine different repeats (all LRRs in this                  
case) in a single domain. Because the different types of LRR repeats natively encode              
different overall curvature, combining varying numbers of modules in different order creates            
controllable shapes (Fig 2b). Furthermore, repeat proteins have been designed into           
oligomers [46,47] and split repeat protein systems [48] (Fig 3), and it is likely that all these                 
modules can be further combined in the future to generate novel proteins using different              
types of repeats and quaternary structure.  
 
The past years have seen an accelerated development of new repeat proteins and tools for               
their assembly. With growing collection of modular parts amassed and new technology            
developed, turning repeat proteins into new materials in biotechnology becomes a real            
possibility. The new frontier ahead promises development of functionalized platforms for very            
diverse applications. 
 

 

FIGURE LEGENDS 

Figure 1. General features of repeat proteins. (A) Example of a HEAT repeat family member               
(PDB: 3dw8). (B) The parametric description of the structure in (A). Repeat units stack              
against one another into a base coil, which generally has a uniform curvature that can be                
described by a super helix. (C) Structural features of an ARM repeat family member (PDB:               
3nmw). An ARM repeat unit has 3 α helices; a very distinct pattern of glycines (yellow                
residues shown in spheres) is the basis for transitioning between two of the helices. The pink                
stripe in the central repeat shows positions that are 3 residues apart along the sequence.               
The residues should mark the same side of a helix if it were straight, but the glycine feature                  
induces bending and rotation of the helices, resulting in the residues on the pink stripe               
located on opposite sides of the helices. A dash line is shown connecting the equivalent               
positions on different units. This represents the twist along the base coil, and it can be                
different for different repeat families. (D) The structural features of an ANK repeat family              
(PDB: 4hi8). A highly conserved “TPLH” motif along with other polar residues in the region               
(yellow stick residues) are responsible for stabilizing the characteristic hairpins associated           
with ANK repeat units. ANK has a very different base coil level twist from ARM repeats. 
  
 
Figure 2. Designing repeat proteins. (A) A general goal of designing repeat proteins is to               
create modular units that can be expanded into functionalizing scaffolds. (B) As long as the               
modules are compatible with one another, combining different types of units allows control in              
overall structure. (C) Sequence based design. From the alignment of evolutionarily related            
repeat units (shown as a logo plot, weblogo.berkeley.edu), a consensus (bottom row            
sequence) can be derived from the most common amino acids at each position. (D)              
Template-based design. The general method developed by Rämisch et al. [32] identifies a             



unit within a repeat protein (in this case, a leucine rich repeat of porcine ribonuclease               
inhibitor; PDB: 2bnh) and uses symmetric docking, backbone rebuilding and sidechain           
optimization methods to achieve the design. They modeled the horseshoe-shaped native           
LRR into a toroid with C10 symmetry and showed experimentally that half circle constructs              
can self assemble into the full ring. (E) De novo design. Backbones are built directly from                
secondary structure elements and are not borrowed from known native structures. The units             
(colored by different colors: red, yellow, blue green) are identical and are simulated in a               
synchronized fashion to maintain an internal repeat symmetry on both backbone and            
sidechain levels.  
 

Figure 3. Emergent self-assembling property of repeat proteins. Idealized repeat proteins 
that can fold without capping repeats can often self-assemble into oligomers. An idealized 
ARM repeat was shown to form dimers in solution. Most of the other reported cases are from 
toroid designs. The designs were made as toroids, but when a fraction of the repeat protein 
was expressed, oligomers were observed in solution. Half length ribonuclease inhibitor-type 
LRR and half length TIM barrel form dimers, and a DHT assemble into a tetramer. Monomer 
units are shown in color; the partners are in grey. For the DHT tetramer, the three bind 
partners are in different shades of grey.  
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Table 1. Designed repeat proteins with representative structures 

Repeat 
protein 

Type of fold Repeat 
length 

Method Structures and 
references 

42PR α solenoid 42 Consensus design 4Y6C, 4Y6W [22] 

ankyrin α solenoid 33 Consensus design 

Consensus design 

Consensus design 

De novo  backbone 
design 

1N0Q, 1N0R [9] 

2QYJ [10,11] 

2L6B [12,13] 

4HQD, 4HB5, 4GPM, 
4GMR [35] 

armadillo α solenoid 42 Consensus design 

De novo  backbone 
design 

De novo  backbone 
design 

4PLS, 4PLQ, 4PLR 
[15–17] 

4HXT, 4RV1, 4RZP [35] 

4D49, 4D4E [36] 

β trefoil β toroid 52 
  

47 

Rational design, 
mutagenesis 

Template structure, 
ancestral 
reconstruction 

3O49, 3O4A, 3O4B, 
3O4C, 3O4D [25,26] 

3PG0 [28] 

DHR α solenoid 37-61 De novo  backbone 
design 

5CWB, 5CWC, 5CWD, 
5CWF, 5CWG, 5CWH, 
5CWI, 5CWJ, 5CWK, 
5CWL, 5CWM, 5CWN, 
5CWO, 5CWP, 5CWQ 
[5] 

DHT α toroid 31-35 De novo  backbone 
design 

4YXX, 4YXY, 4YXZ, 
4YY2, 4YY5, 5BYO [38] 

HEAT-EZ α solenoid 31 Consensus design 3LTJ, 3LTM [23] 

LRR α/β 
solenoid 

24 

24 

Consensus design 3RFJ, 3RFS [18] 

4PSJ, 4PQ8 [35] 



22,24,2
8+29 

De novo  backbone 
design 

De novo  backbone 
design 

4R58, 4R5C, 4R5D, 
4R6F, 4R6G, 4R6J [45] 

NHL β propeller 43 Template structure, 
ancestral 
reconstruction 

3WW7, 3WW8, 3WW9, 
3WWa, 3WWB, 3WWF 
[31] 

Pentapeptide β helix 5 Consensus design 4YFO, 4YC5 [21] 

PPR α solenoid 35 Consensus design 

Consensus design 

4PJQ [19] 

 4WN4, 4WSL, 4OZS 
[20] 

Tachylectin β propeller 47 Ancestral 
reconstruction, 
selection 

5C2N* [27] 

TIM barrel α/β barrel 46 De novo  backbone 
design 

5BVL [37] 

TPR α solenoid 34 Consensus design 

Template structure, 
ancestral 
reconstruction 

1NA0, 1NA3 [14] 

5FZQ, 5FZR, 5FZS [30] 

* crystal structure of the oligomeric precursor of the repeat protein 
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